Hello,

Due to the lack of direct support for footnotes in WikiSyntax, I've enabled footnote/footnotearea plugins in 18.2 and 19alpha installations, but it looks that footnotearea plugin is broken in 19.alpha release?

Here is the example code which I used:
In Blume's outdated view, the Classic period of music sometimes dated from 1740 to 1828, from when C.P.E. Bach began service in the court of Frederick the Great to when Schubert died. Friedrich Blume, "Classic and Romantic Music: a Comprehensive Survey," trans. M.D. Herter Norton (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1970), p. 133. Whereas Schubert and the Romantics often used rhythm in repetitive, stereotyped patterns. It is now recognized that those features of Schubert's work which give us such pleasure rest on a magnificently conceived and executed sense of tonal architecture.

Duplicate footnotes section:
This is to show examples of the +sameas+ and +sameastag+ parameters

This is a regression from r66043.
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I've just tried with the r66041, before the following commit:
and my example does work, so it looks that "fix of huge functional regressions of footnotes" brings some new regressions as well. 😞

---

**Jorge Sá Pereira** 09 Nov 18 02:18 GMT-0000

Hello Gour and all,

I've just push the changes to fix the reported issue.

[https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/68287](https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/68287)

I believe I've just found a bug also related with footnotearea plugin and footnotes where when using the class in the footnotearea is not filtering by footnote class.

In Blume's outdated view, the Classic period of music\footnote{}Sometimes dated from 1740 to 1828, from when C.P.E. Bach began service in the court of Frederick the Great to when Schubert died. \footnote{} used rhythm "with the finest nuance and sensibility,"\footnote{tag="fblume"}Friedrich Blume, "Classic and Romantic Music: a Comprehensive Survey'\footnote{} trans. M.D. Herter Norton (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1970), p. 133.\footnote{} whereas Schubert and the Romantics often used rhythm in repetitive, stereotyped patterns."\footnote{}'Ibid'\footnote{} It is now recognized that those features of Schubert's work which give us such pleasure rest on a magnificently conceived and executed sense of tonal architecture.

Duplicate footnotes section:

This is to show examples of the \texttt{--sameas--} and \texttt{--sameastag--} parameters

\footnote{sameastag="1"}\footnote{} \footnote{sameastag="fblume"}\footnote{} and check duplicates

\footnote{''Ibid''}\footnote{} \footnote{class="translator"}\footnote{} \footnote{class="author"}\footnote{}

%%% 
%%% 
{footnotearea class="translator"}

It should list the 5th footnote, from what I can understand from documentation. Does this 'filter' by class makes any sense?

Also, I see a footnote duplication 3 and 4, which share the same text. From what I understood, it should only list in footnotes "3. Ibid".

Does anyone share the same opinion?
IMHO the `class` param in:

```{FOOTNOTE(class="author")}author notes{FOOTNOTE}```

is not to filter anything but simply to allow to style the footnote with CSS I guess?

Edit: sorry, should have read the documentation, really...

---

The original document is available at

http://dev.tiki.org/item6841-FOOTNOTEAREA-plugin-is-broken-version-19-alpha